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.ort The Technical Library of Fort Detrick consists of two units, the open literature portion, which handles published books, journals, and other materials for release to the scientific community, and the Documents Section, which handles scientific and technical reports that are for the most part restricted to those with a need-to-know. The Documents Section, with which we are here concerned, contains about 45,000 reports, at least one-half of which are security-classified.
These reports are filed in the order of accession numbers assigned sequentially as the reports are received. A manual reference (catalog) file of 3 by 5 cards is available for user reference. These cards contain a description of the document, including the accession number, corporate author* or source, title, date of publication, number of pages, security classification, personal author, series number, contract number, project numbers, and descriptors.** This description of a single report is called a unit record. Some recent unit records include abstracts. Table 1 is a complete list of items included in the unit record. Catalog cards for each report are filed under accession number, corporate author, personal author, title, series, contract number, project or grant number, and individual descriptors.
The comparatively few abstracts produced so far are filed only in the corporate author file. From 3 to 60 catalog cards may be filed for each report, depending largely on the number of descriptors assigned. 
II. THE NEW PROGRAM
A new prog m first used in June, 1966 , results in both 3 by 5 catalog cards and pinched paper tape for input to a computer. According to present plans, when the computer programming is complete the computer will produce lists of unit records under accession number, corporate author, personal author, contract, series, and descriptors. These lists will form a book catalog; that is, they will consist of sheets of paper bound as a book. .he accession number book catalog will contain for each report a complete unit record (Fig. 1) containing all the information describing the report. rhe book catalogs for corporate author, personal author, contracts, and series will contain abbreviated records (Fig. 2) ; that is, they will contain only selected parts of the complete unit record, such as the accession number, date, corporate author, and personal author. The book catalog for descriptors may contain only accession numbers.
Because the computer prints only in capital letters, the print-out will look muc-like Figures 1 and 2.
The current computer can print only the following characters:* 0 1234
In this program #, +, and & will not be used. A new computer with a more extensive font is scheduled for installation in FY 1968.
Use of a computer in cataloging reports will result in significant savings in time and effort.
The computer will print book catalogs faster than clerks or Flexowriter operators can produce catalog cards, especially when many descriptors would require many cards.
These book catalogs can be up-dated with supplemental listings, perhaps printed every 2 months and incorporated into the previous supplement; every 6 months they could be incorporated into the main book catalog. With the main catalog and one supplement the reference librarian would need to seek citations in only two places. The computer will also search out the answers to questions that would require a much longer time in a manual search of the card or book catalog, i.e., requests for reports on a specific subject.* For example, "'What reports are available on identifying the organism Brucella suis in the laboratory?" The computer can search under the descritors IDENTIFICATION, BRUCELLA SUIS, and BIOLOGICAL LABORATORIES simultaneously and print the unit records for all reports indexed by all three of these descriptors.
The computer can print accession lists and bibliographies.
Eventually, a typewriter in the library will feed the unit record for a report directly into the computer, which will type the material back for copyreading and correction.
Searches can then be made with immediate results and requestioning if needed.
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III. THE FLEXOWRITER After the items for the unit record have been indicated for a group of reports, each unit record is typed on 3 by 5 cards and punched in paper tape with a Flexowriter.
The Documents Section uses two Flexowriters (Friden Systems Programmatic, double-case, 8-channel Selectadata MODEL STRA).
The Flexowriter is a typewriter that also punched a paper tape coded with the typed material.
The paper tape can then be "read" by the machine.
When the Flexowriter "reads" it uses the coded tape to type automatically the information already punched there.
The Flexowriters in the Documents Section include an auxiliary reader and punch in addition to the reader and punch on the main machine.
With the auxiliary punch two different tapes can be punched at one time, and with the auxiliary reader the READ* action can be switched from one tape reader to the other, thereby reading alternately from two tapes.
In this way, information from two tapes can be combined into one record.
The auxiliary reader permits a SEARCH operation, that is, the READ action can be halted and the tape moved forward until-certain coded characters are reached on the tape. 
-/;
The other characters on the keyboard cannot be used because the computer has fewer characters than the Flexowriter. Upper and lower case Flexowriter codes produce the same character in the computer, so some characters must be composed artificially. When a report is received, it is first reviewed to determine whether it is to be cataloged.
If so, it is assigned an accession number and a copy number and is cataloged.
This consists of several steps. On the title page or cover of the report the items to be used in the unit record are marked and changed, if necessary, to the form required by the cataloging riles and the limitations on the number of characters per item.
Section IV, D, shows all the items to be included for each rcport.
The rules used for dzscriptive cataloging are those of the Committee on Scientific and Technical information (COSATI), Subpanel on Standardization of Descriptive Cataloging. They are published as Standard for Descriptive Cataloging of Government Scientific and Technical Reports, Revision No. 1, October, 1966. This ia supplemented with the Library of Congress Rules for Descriptive Cataloging when neither COSATI nor this guide covers the situation (for example, analytics*). No form sheet is used for cataloging.
Those items that cannot be noted easily on the title page, such as descriptors or abstract, are written on a sheet of paper to be attached to the report.
If the abstract in the report is to be used, it is marked and its location noted on the title page or cover, e.g. 91-p.2. Figure 3 is a sample of a marked title page.
B. PROGRAM TAPE
Unit records are typed on the Flexcwriter with the aid of a progainu tape.
(The Appendix includes the complete Flexowriter program and a reproduction of the program tape.)
The program tape automatically types codes for the computer, indicates items of the unit record to be typed manually, and turns on the auxiliary punch for added entries** and descriptors. The tape from the auxiliary punch must be read from the auxiliary reader when unit records are typed.
Its use is described in Section IV,D.
S Analytics means cataloging separately individual parts of a single report.
4-A "Added entries" are portions of the unit record selected for extraction to a second tape. They include perqonal authors and series, contract, -id ptoject numbers.
These added entries will be typed on the tops of t0e 3 by 5 cards and indicated for the computer so that cards can be filed or a computer listing made for each. 
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C. TYPING OUTPUT
In typing the unit record, the output is a 3 by 5 card (for proof reading) and two punched (coded) paper tapes.
One tape, produced on the main punch, contains all items of the unit record.
The second tape, punched on the auxiliary punch, contains "added entries," descriptors, and instructions for the Flexowriter.
These tapes are used to produce the 3 by 5 cards for the card catalog and the final tape for computer input.
The procedure is described in Section V.
D. PRODUCTION OF TAPE AND PROOF COPY
This Section is divided into three parts, arranged in three columns. The left column shols the unit record items, their code numbers, and the form in which they are to be typed.
The center column describes the typing procedure and explains the operation of the Flexowriter for each item. The right column shows examples of the product of the typing. 
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0u oj 44528 -/abstract/-The ext of the problems of contamination and decontamination of clothing and man has been summarized. Consideration should be given to practical studies on the decontamination of the soldier entering collective protective shelters in the field. Laboratory data developed by Litton Industries indicate that peracetic acid is the decontaminant of choice because a 1 per cent solution w-. highly effective in reducing Serratia marcescens and Bacillus subtilis var. niger microorganisms in the air and on surfaces when exposed for 120 to 240 seconds. The procedure requires further study which would include medical safety, stability, cost, and logistics. Consideration has been given to utilization of increased filtered air flow through airlocks of field shelters -/pods/-to remove airborne microorganisms in the airlock and possibly some of the microorganisms previously deposited on the clothing of contaminaLed personnel. Data obtained in these tests were preliminary but were promisin enough to require further investigation. '/.0 44528 -/abstract/-,/.091The extent of the problems of contamination and decontamination of clothinz and man has been summarized.
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Consideration should be given to practical studies on the decontamination of the soldier entering collective protective shelters in the fizid. Laboratory data developed by Litton Industries indicate that peracetic acid is the decontaminanc of choice because a I per cent solution was highly effective in reducing Serratia marcescens and Bacillus subtilis var. niger microorganisms in the air and on surfaces when exposed for ,_O to 240 seconds.
The procedure requires further study which weuld include medical safety, stability, cost, and logistics.
Consideration has been given to utilization of increased filtered air flow through airloc:cs of field shelters -/pods/-to remove airborne microorganisms in the airlock and possibly some of the microorganisms previously deposited on the clothing of contaminated perscnnel. Data obtained in these tests were pr•;7iminary but were promisingf enough to require further investigation. 
E. SECOND CARDS
Descriptors at Bottom of Card
Because descriptor codes are not printed on the final catalog cards, the space required by the codes on the first proof card will be used for the English language descriptors on the final card. When the proof cards are made the English language descriptors may be typed on a second proof card on as many lines as the codes occupy on the first card.
If there are three lines of descriptor codes at the bottom of the first proof card, three lines of English language descriptors may be typed on the second proof card. When inserting CARRIAGE RETURNsinsert an extra CARRIAGE RETURN for each line of descriptor codes.
Figures 6 and 7 are sample proof and final cards.
Descriptors on Second Descriptor Card
If the descriptors require more than one card, proceed as follows: After the last descriptor on the first card, READ to obtain the ending. When the READ stops, turn the power off in the auxiliary punch, shift to lower case, space twice, type -/cont./-then CARRIAGE RETURN twice, type the accession number followed by -/card 2/-and three spaces, turn power on in the auxiliary punch, shift to upper case, type the next English language descriptor, and proceed as usual for descriptors (Fig. 8 through  10 ).
Remember to allow space on the last line for -/cont./-in each instance.
"IUNCLASSIFI ED 267354 3Army Biological Center, Frederick, Md.
Dept. of Medical Research 4Studies on the characteristics of the genus Bartonella considering pathogenicity, morphology, epidemiology, ecology and taxonomy, including a review of the literature; part 1. 5 6 7Semiann prog rept, 1 Jan- 
Second Card
The following procedure is used when items 1 through 42 do not fit on one card. See above when a second card is needed for descriptors or abstract. Finish the last item on the first card, then in turn, no-print (depress SPACE bar while AUX CODE is depressed), computer off (,/.), and print-restore (depress zero while AUX CODE is depressed).
Then type -/cont./-and CARRIAGE RETURN.
This should bring the top of the next card to the typing line. TAPE FEED 3 inches. CARRIAGE RETURN twice, TAB, switch code (depress 2 key while AUX CODE key is depressed), CARRLAGE RETURN, and shift to lower case.
Type the accession number and -/card 2/-. Then in turn, no~print, computer on (,/.), print restore, and CARRIAGE RETURN.
Continue from previous card. Remember to allow space for -/cont/-at bottom of first card (Figures 9 and 10 
V. COHPLETED PRODUCT
The typing procedure described in Section IV produces a proof card and two tapes for each record. The proof card is used only for proofreading. The two tapes are required to produce 3 by 5 cards.
The first tape (main punch) is used to produce computer input.
A. PROOFREADING AND CORRECTIONS
The cataloging librarian proofreads the proof cards and notes corrections on them. The unit record tape (punched on the main punch) is corrected by deletion, splicing, or running a new tape. The second tape, containing added entries and descriptors (punched on the auxiliary punch), is not corrected.
It is used only to print headings on the tops of catalog cards, and may contain added entries and descriptors for perhaps 20 reports, separated by tape feeds. One section on this second tape may have to be skipped entirely in printing the cards because of a typographical error. The clerk printing the cards can recognize this point because a proof card will have been crossed out. That portion of the unit record tape will be replaced later, but the section with errors is left in the second tape. The clerk in this case moves the aecond tape in the reader to the next tape feed and uses the following section.
If an individual added entry or descriptor is incorrect, the 3econd tape is turned past that item uianually; an extra card with no heading must then be made and the correct heading typed in manually.
B. CARD PRODUCTION
Each unit record tape is looped and the Accession Number is marked on it.
The Abstract is cut off but not looped, and the accession number is followed by "a".
Place on the main reader the tape containing the unit record produced in the main punch.
Place in the auxiliary reader the second tape containing added entries and descriptors produced in the auxiliary punch. Turn on power in both readers.
Do not activate the punches.
Depress the LEX key on the auxiliary reader. READ from the •=in reader to print cards until the STOP code at the end of the tape in the auxiliary reader stops the READ action. Manipulate the second tape to correct it as necessary.
Insert abstract tape and run through main reader once. The product should be three cards with no headings, one card with heading for each item of the unit record used between 16 and 35 and between 43 and 90 (Figures 4 and 7) , and one abstract card. Remove the cards and tapes and store the tapes containing the unit record and abstract. The second tape with added entries and descriptors may be discarded.
A second-card section on the unit record tape must be handled separately unless it is for a second descriptor or abstract card. Tear the secondcard part of the tape from the first part at the tape feed. Read each section independently, using the corresponding second tape on the auxiliary reader.
Second descriptor cards and second abstract cards are not treated separately and are run with the rest of the unit record.
If item 15, a second source, is used or if a second title card is needed, additional cards must be made without headings and with the power off in the auxiliary reader. After the extra cards are printed, switch power on in the auxiliary reader and proceed.
C. COMPUTER TAPE
The tape for computer input is produced by reading from the main reader on ALL PUNCH the stored unit record tapes and abstracts, running approximately 20 records on one roll of tape. Put a STOP code after the last record on the roll. Allow 2 feet of blank tape at beginning and end.
APPENDIX FLEXOWRITER PROGRAM
A prepunched program tape must be used when a unit record is typed. The complete set of instructions contained on this tape is shown in Figure 1 . The codes in Figure 1 are: ADD* -ADD indicates an "address." In this work, "address" is a code to indicate that a related symbol is the end point of a search. If the symbol has no "address" code, it will be by-passed. The asterisk is used when a part of the program is repeated but different letters or numbers are used in each repetition; a letter or number replaces the asterisk in the actual program. ADD plus a character indicates the character to be sought. CRcarriage return LClower case NPno print; this instruction causes the instructions or characters following it to be punched, but not typed.
OFF -turns off both punches ONI -turns on the main punch ON2 -turns on the auxiliary punch PRprint restore; this instruction causes characters following it to be typed; it restores the typing operation after no print has turned it off. SPspace STP -stop; this instruction stops the READ action automatically. SWswitch; this instruction moves the READ action from one reader to the other. TAB -tabulate TSR -tape skip restore. When t!'e TAPE SKIP switch is depressed, the reader skips over all following codes until it comes to the TSR code; this code starts the READ action again. There is no TAPE SKIP on the program; that operation is performed by the typist. UCupper case A. CODES FOR MANUAL COPY 1-91: Characters 1 through 91, which occur 4n the program tape following the computer code numbers 01 through 91, are not punched on the unit record tape; they are typed only on the proof card to tell the typist what item has been reached. TAB and CR: These codes position the card for manual copy, but will be ignored by the computer. ON2: This code turns on the auxiliary punch to type added entries and descriptors to be used as card headings. ADD*: The "addresses" are used for manual search to skip unneeded items.
SW: These switch codes occur at the beginning of the unit record tape and after each added entry and descriptor to switch the READ action back to the main reader.
B. CODES FOR MACHINE COPY
01-91:
These characters identify for the computer each item on the tape.
They do not print on the cards.
The computer configuration code (,/.) will turn the computer off and on so that it will skip information required only for the 3 by 5 cards.
